Two amino acid residues in the matrix protein M1 contribute to the virulence difference of H5N1 avian influenza viruses in mice.
A/duck/Guangxi/53/2002 (DKGX/53) and A/duck/Fujian/01/2002 (DKFJ/01) are H5N1 avian influenza viruses that are lethal in chickens. In mice, however, DKFJ/01 is highly pathogenic, whereas DKGX/53 displays low pathogenicity. In this study, we used reverse genetics to demonstrate that two amino acid residues at positions 30 and 215 of the M1 protein of these two viruses are important determinants for pathogenicity in mice. We thus firstly prove the M1 protein contributes to the virulence of H5N1 viruses in mice, and the amino acid residues shown to attenuate the virulence could be targeted in influenza virus candidates for live vaccine development.